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Abstractt:
The authhors consider reflexive gam
mes that descrribe the interacction of subjeects (agents) making
m
decisionns based on an awarenesss structure, i.e., a hierarrchy of belieefs about essential
parameters, beliefs about
a
beliefs, and so on. It
I was shownn that the langguage of grap
phs of
reflexivee games repreesents a convvenient uniforrm descriptionn method for reflexion effe
fects in
bélles-lééttres.
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o game-theeoretic moddels known as reflexivee
Thee papers [1]], [2], [3] coonsidered a new class of
games. They describee the interacction of subj
bjects (agents) making decisions bbased on an
n awarenesss
structure, i.e.,
i
a hieraarchy of beliefs about essential
e
paarameters, beliefs
b
aboutt beliefs, an
nd so on. A
solution off a reflexivee game is an
a informattional equiliibrium whicch generalizes the deffinition of a
Nash equillibrium from
m noncoopeerative gamees.
Thee term “refflexive gam
mes” was inntroduced by
b V. Lefebbvre in 1965 (see [4]). The citedd
of reflexion effects inn
work and his
h other puublications (e.g. [5]) reepresented qualitative
q
d
discussions
interactionn among subbjects (actuaally, no genneral concep
pt of solutioon was sugggested for this
t class off
games). Similar remarrks apply too [6], [7], [88], where a series of sppecial cases of players’’ awarenesss
was studieed. The monnograph [9] concentratted on systeematical treaatment of reeflexive gam
mes and ann
endeavor of
o constructiing a uniforrm equilibriium conceptt for these games.
g
An important concept in reflexive game
g
analy
ysis is the notion
n
of a phantom agent.
a
As a
matter of fact,
f
a phanttom agent exists
e
in the beliefs of a real or phaantom agentt and possesses certainn
awareness within the framework of these beeliefs. If a reflexive
r
gaame involvees agent 1 and
a agent 2,,
then agent 12 represennts agent 2 in
i the belieff of agent 1.
wareness of real and phhantom agen
nts is modelled by a direected graph
h (called thee
Thee mutual aw
graph of a reflexive game).
g
A node
n
correspponds to a real or phaantom agennt; an arc beetween twoo
nodes dem
monstrates thhe awarenesss of one aggent about another
a
agennt (accordinng to its direection). Forr
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instance, the graph 1 ↔ 2 indicates that agents 1 and 2 have identical and adequate awareness about
each other. Similarly, the graph 1 ← 2 ↔ 21 means that agent 1 has adequate awareness of the
opponent, whereas agent 2 gets mistaken.
Informational equilibrium evaluation requires the knowledge of the goal functions of all
players. Meanwhile, the graph of a reflexive game can be constructed without specification of the
goal functions of agents. Instead of the quantitative correlation of interests, this graph illustrates the
qualitative correlation of awareness of reflexing agents.
Scientific literature contains a subjective description of an objective reality and strives for
maximal objectivization. Contrariwise, imaginative literature (also known as bélles-léttres)
naturally has reflexion – any fiction portrays a reflexive reality, i.e., results from author’s reflexion.
This paper provides a series of examples to elucidate the following: the graph of a reflexive game
can be employed to model reflexion effects in bélles-léttres.
Example 1 (“Detective story”). Consider an investigation officer and an offender. Denote
them by agents 1 and 2, respectively. Consequently, the procedure of crime detection is described
by the graph of reflexive game in the form 2 ← 1 ↔ 12 (the phantom agent 12 means that the
offender strives for convincing the investigation officer in his own innocence). The fact of crime
detection is described by the graph 1 ↔ 2.
More sophisticated cases of awareness are also possible. For instance, Smerdyakov and Ivan
Fedorovich (The Brothers Karamazov by F.M. Dostoevsky) possess nonidentical awareness about
the murder of the father and the attitude of each other to this fact. In the eyes of Smerdyakov, the
situation (the graph of reflexive game) has the form “Smerdyakov” ← “Ivan Fedorovich wishes
father’s death” ↔ “Smerdyakov is the murderer.” According to Ivan Fedorovich, the situation
appears as “Ivan Fedorovich” ← “Smerdyakov is innocent” ↔ “Ivan Fedorovich does not wish
father’s death.”
Similar circumstances take place in Crime and Punishment. Raskol’nikov does not know
that the investigation officer knows he is the murderer. Denote them by agents 1 and 2, respectively.
In the mind of Raskol’nikov, the graph becomes 1 ← 12 ↔ 121. On the other hand, the complete
graph of reflexive game acquires the form presented by Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The graph of reflexive game in “Detective story”
Example 2 (“Spy story-1”). Suppose that two states (А and В) and a public servant play the
following game. The servant represents a high-level official of state А and (simultaneously) an
intelligencer of state В; this fact is unknown to state А. The graph of reflexive game in such
situation can be found in Fig. 2. The nodes of the graph indicate the following (real and phantom)
agents: 1 – state А; 2 – state В; 3 – the servant; 12 – state В perceiving the servant as a faithful
official of state А; 13 – the servant as a faithful official of state А.
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Fig. 2. The graph of reflexive game in “Spy story-1”
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Next, study a slightly complicated modification of the previous plot.
Example 3 (“Spy story-2”). The situation resembles the one described in Example 2. The
difference is that the servant actually works for state А (and sends specially made information to
state В). In this case, the graph of reflexive game is demonstrated by Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The graph of reflexive game in “Spy story-2”
The nodes of this graph correspond to the following (real and phantom) agents: 1 – state А;
2 – state В; 3 – the servant; 21 – state А believing wrongly that the servant represents its official
having no contacts with state В; 23 – the servant working for state В; 212 – state В having no
contacts with the servant as a high-level official of state А; 213 – the servant being a faithful official
of state А, having no contacts with state В.
For all examples discussed above, the maximal rank of reflexion equals 2 (and the length of
the maximal sequence of indexes makes up 1). In literary works, higher reflexion ranks appear
“once in a blue moon”. Still, some examples do exist.
Example 4. The Emperor and the Assassin (1998), a movie directed by Kaige Chen,
describes the interaction of a Chinese emperor and an assassin. The latter is sent to the former as an
ambassador of a neighboring state. Meanwhile, the emperor knows that the ambassador is an
assassin. And the assassin knows this, as well.
The corresponding graph of reflexive game is illustrated by Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The graph of reflexive game in The Emperor and the Assassin
The nodes of the graph stand for the following (real and phantom) agents: 1 – the emperor; 2
– the assassin; 12 – the assassin believing that the emperor knows nothing about him; 121 – the
emperor believing that the visitor is an ambassador of a neighboring state; 1212 – an ambassador of
a neighboring state.
The role of emperor’s wife in the movie’s intrigue can be observed in the graph of reflexive
game (see agent 3 in Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The role of emperor’s wife in The Emperor and the Assassin
In recent years, the existence of several reflexive (virtual, probably, embedded) realities
underlies the plots of many movies. In this context, we mention The Matrix, The Thirteenth Floor,
Vanilla Sky, Avalon, The Truman Show, and others. Interested readers would easily draw the
corresponding graphs of reflexive games (using the approach suggested here).
The concluding example is quite a different matter.
Example 5. We cite an epigram by Coventry Patmore, known as The Kiss:
‘I saw you take his kiss!’ “'Tis true.”
‘O, modesty!’ ‘Twas strictly kept:
He thought me asleep; at least I knew
He thought I thought he thought I slept.’
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Fig. 6. The structure of lady’s awareness in The Kiss
Figure 6 demonstrates the awareness structure of a lady kissed by an admirer in this
epigram. Nodes of the graph correspond to the following real and phantom agents: 1 – the lady
(here we have two incoming arcs, since the lady is not sure about the situation); 2А – the admirer,
believing that the lady is sleeping; 2В – the admirer, believing that the lady thinks he considers her
sleeping; 2А1 – the sleeping lady (this node admits no incoming arcs, since the lady is sleeping and
performs no reflexion); 2В1 – the lady, believing that the admirer thinks she is sleeping.
Therefore, the language of graphs of reflexive games represents a convenient uniform
description method for reflexion effects in bélles-léttres.
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